INTRODUCTION
A probabilistic event is a fuzzy set of tapes accepted by a finite probabilistic automaton. The family of probabilistic events was shown to be closed under some operations, i.e., mean, convex combination and transposition in our previous paper.
In this paper another operation, i.e., a mapping induced by a PGSMmapping is introduced and is shown to preserve probabilistic events.
Using mappings induced by a GSM-mapping a subfamily of sets of tapes accepted by a finite probabilistic automaton with a cut-point is studied. And by the discussion similar to the one in Bar-Hillel et al., it is shown that some decision problems with respect to rational finite probabilistic automata are recursively unsolvable, that is, it is recursively unsolvable to determine for arbitrary rational finite probabilistic automaton 9/and a rational cut-point ~, (1) whether the set of tapes accepted by with a cut-point ~, ~ (~I, X) is empty, (2) whether/~ (~/, ~) is Z*, and (3) whether/3 (~, ~) is regular, and it is recursively unsolvable to determine for arbitrary rational probabilistic events p and q whether p V q is a probabilistic event and whether p h q is a probabilistie event.
1. PRELIMINARIES Some definitions and results in our previous paper will be described in this section. Let Z be a finite nonempty set and be called an alphabet. The 25o set of all finite sequences of elements of E is denoted by E*. The null sequence £ is also an element of ~*. The elements of ~* will be called tapes or words. Subsets of Z* will sometimes be called events or languages. DEFINITION 1. A fuzzy event f is a mapping from ~* into [0, 1] . The family of all fuzzy events is denoted by 9-DEFINITION 2. Let f and g be fuzzy events. The union of f and g is defined as the fuzzy event h such that h(x) = max (f(x), g(x)) for all x E E* and is denoted by f V g. The intersection of f and g is defined as the fuzzy event i such that i(x) = rain (f(x), g(x) ) for all x E ~* and is denoted by f h g. DEFINITION 4. The transpose of a fuzzy event f is denoted by ]r and is defined by ]r(x) = f(x r) for all x E E*, where x r is the transpose of a tape x and is defined by A r = A and (x¢) r = ~x r for x E E* and ¢ E ~. off, g and h is denoted by (f, g; h) and is defined as (f, g; h) 
(x) = h(x)
• f(x) + f~ (x).g(x) for allx E E*. over ~ is a system ~ = (S, M, I, F), where S is a finite nonempty set of internal states, M is a probabilistie mapping from S X Z into S, I is a distribution of S and F is a subset of S. When M is a mapping in the usual sense and I concentrates into one state So in S, ~ is a finite automaton and is represented by ~ = (S, M, so, F) as usual.
It is convenient to represent 4 by vectors and matrices for deriving the probability associated with input tapes of ~*. DEFINITION 9. Let S have n states s~, ..., s~. For, E $ and x = ~ "" *~ E ~*, ~ E 2~ U {A}, 1 -< i _--< m, define n × n stochastic matrices A (~) and A (x) as where
a~,,~ (~ ) = M (s~ , ~ ) (s~ ),

A(A) = E~ and A(x) = A(~I) ... A(~m),
where E~ is the n × n unit matrix. Define an initial state designator ~r and a final states designator F such that ~" = br,,, "",~r,,), z~, = I (s,), l <= i <= n. F= (~,, ...,~) ,, y,~ = 1 if s~E F andy,~ = 0 if otherwise, 1_6-<i=< n.
Since 4 can be completely characterized by S, {A (z) ] ~ E ~}, ~r, and ~, 4 will be represented by ~ = <S, {A (~) I ~ E Z}, ~r, ~> in the following discussion.
DEFINITION 10. A fuzzy event p is a probabilistie event if there exists a FPA 4 = <S, {A(z) ] z E ~}, ~, ~P> such that for all x E ~*, p(x) = zA (x)~ r, and p is said to be realized by ~. The family of all probabilistie events is represented by ~3. THEOREM 3. If p, q and r are elemenLs of~3, then (p, q;  r) E ~3.
THEOREM 4. If p, q E ~3 and {x E ~* ] p(x) > q(x)} is a regular set, then p V q E ~3 and p h q E ~3.
THEOREM 5. /f p E ~, then pr E ~3. DEFINITION 11. Let p be realized by a FPA 4. For a real number 0 =< X =< 1, a subset of ~*, {x E Z* I p(x) > h} is represented by ~(~, X) and is eMled the set accepted by 4 with eutpoint X. This subset is also represented by fl (p, ~) and is called the set determined by p and ~.
When 4 is a finite automaton, fl (~, ~) is the same for all ~, such that 0 -<_ k < 1 and will be denoted by ~ (4).
MAPPINGS INDUCED BY A PGSM-MAPPING
A GS1V[-mapping is a very important operation which preserves regular sets and context-free languages. In this section we consider the generalized sequential machine which moves in a probabilistic way, say a probabilistic generalized sequential machine, abbreviated by PGSM. The concept of a mapping induced by a PGSM-mapping will be introduced, and it will be shown that a mapping induced by a PGS~[-mapping preserves probabilistic events. If 1 ~ is a mapping in the usual sense, ~ is determined by the usual notation such that ~(f)(z) = f(r(z)), (x E ~*). When F is a deterministic mapping, we will use this notation. DEFINITIO~ 13. A PGSM is a system ® = (S, ~, a, ~, X, J), whereS is a finite nonempty set of states, ~ and 4 are finite nonempty sets called an input alphabet and an output alphabet respectively, ~ is a probabilistic mapping from S × ~ into S, k is a probabilistic mapping from S × into 4", and J is a distribution of S called an initial distribution. When and k are mappings in the usual sense and J concentrates into one state, say So, ® is a GSiV[ and is represented by @ = (S, ~, 4, ~, ~, So). D~FI~ITmN 14. For a PGSM @ = (S, ~, 4, ~, k, J), the probabilistic mapping realized by @ is defined by
where for s E S, f~ is a probabilistic mapping from ~* into S X 4" defined by the follo~dng (i) and (it) inductively. (i) fi (A) (s, A) = 1,
y~).~,(r, o-) (y~).~(r, ~) (t), x C ~*,
z E Z, y E A*. A probabilistic mapping 1 ~ is called a PGS~-mapping if it is realized by some PGSM and especially r is called a GSM-mapping as usual if F is realized by a GSM. Let r be the PGSM-mapping realized by a PGSM @, then for x in Z* and y in 4", r (x) (y) is the probability that the output tape of @ for an input tape x is y.
THEOREM 6. A mapping induced by a PGSS/I-mapping :from ~* into A* maps a probabilistic event over 4" to a probabilistic event over ~*.
The structural image of this theorem is that the cascade connection of a FPA with a PGSM may be considered as a FPA. The proof will be made along this image.
Proof of Theorem 6. For a PGSM-mapping F from Z* into A*, P is a mapping from ~[A*] into ~[Z*] by the definition. In order to see that (p) is a probabilistie event for any probabilistic event p, we will construct the FPA over Z which realizes F Go ). To prove the theorem it suffices to show that for each word x E Z*
B(s, ~) = ~_,uea" X(s, a ) ( y ) . A ( y ) .
~( p ) ( x ) = HD(x)It.
The mn X mn matrix D (x) is regarded as an m X m matrix whose components are n X n submatrices that is, for s, t C S, D (x) is represented ~s D (x) = (C,.t(x) ),~s.,es, where
C,,,(z) = B(s, z).~(s, z)(t).
We will show by induction that
C~,t(x) = ~-~eA* f~(x)(t, y).A (y).
(1) (a) Since C~,t (A) is the n X n unit matrix if s = t and then X n zero matrix if s ~ t, (1) holds when x = A.
(b) Suppose (1) is true for a tape x, then for z E ~,
~_~,~eA* f~(x(r) (t, y).A (y) = ~-~a* ~-~-~ s ~,~=~ f~ (x)(r, yl).k(r, z) (y~).~(r, ~) (t).A (y)
---~e s ~--~, e a* fi (x) (r, yl )A (yl)" ~2e ~* ~ (r, ~) (y2)" A (Y2)" ~ (r, ¢) (t)
= ~ c..~(x).c~.~(~) = c..~(x~).
Thus (1) holds. It follows from (1) that
F(p) (x) = ~A. F(x)(y).p(y) = ~-~A. ~'~es.tes J(s).f~(x)(t, y).p(y)
~r EsEs,tE~ S F
J( ).C~.,(x).~ = riD (x)H.
Thus the theorem is proved. When F is a GSM-mapping, the above theorem means the next corollary. (ii) For any finite automaton ~Iz over ~, there exists a finite automaton ~ over A such that
COl~OI~LAI~Y 7. If F is a GMS-mapping from ~* into A *, for any
We see that Corollary 7 is the full extension of (i) of the above theorem. Here we have the new interesting problem whether (ii) of the above theorem is extended to the domain of FPA's in the same way. That is, let us consider the problem (ii').
(ii r) For any FPA ~ over ~, is there a FPA ~a over A such that for any cut point 0 <= ~ <= 1 the following holds?
To consider this problem in terms of fuzzy events, we introduce some definitions.
DEFINrrION 15. For each element a in ~, let r(a) be a word of h*. Let r(h) --A and r(xl ... xr) = v(xl) ..' v(xr) for each word xl, ... , xr in Z*. Then r is a mapping from Z* into A* and is called a homomorphism.
It is easily seen that a homomorphism is a GSM-mapping. 
LE~M~ 8. Let V be a GSM-mapping. The problem (ii') is equivalent to the following problem (iii).
(iii ) Is V~ (p ) a probabilistic event over A* for any probabilistic event p over ~*?
Proof. Assume that the answer to (ii') is yes. For any probabilistic event p over Z*, let p be realized by ~. Then there exists a FPA ~[a over and a probabilistic event q over A* which is realized by ~I~ such that for any cut point 0 =< X =< 1, r(fl(p, x)) = r(fl(~z, x)) = fl(~a, x) = ~(q, x).
Forx E h*, rv(p)(x) = Sup {p(y) ] y E Z*, P(y) = x} > kif and only if there exists y E Z* such that r(y) = x and p(y) > ~,, that is, if and only if x E F (~ (p, X) ). This means that for any cut point 0 <_-X <_ 1, ~(r~(p), x) = r(~(p, x)).
Thus for any cut point 0 _-< ~ =< 1, ~(Pv(p), X) = fi(q, k). This implies that l"v (p) = q. Hence Pv (p) is a probabilistic event, and the answer to (iii) is yes.
Assume that the answer to (iii) is yes, then it is clear that the answer to (ii') is yes.
In the followings, we shall see that, in general, the answer to (ii') and (iii) is no. For x E 5*, let N~(x), Nb(x) and No(x) be the numbers of occurrences of a, b and c respectively in x. Let r be the probabilistic event realized by 9dz, then for x in ~*,
(1 --r) = (r, ~; ~), then from Theorem 3, p is a probabilistic event, and Let F be the homomorphism defined by I ~ (a) = 1 O, I ~ (b) = 0 1 and P(c) = 1. We will show that F~ (p) is not a probabilistic event.
Assume that F~ (p) is a probabilistic event over A*, then there exists a FPA ~ over A which realizes r~(p). Let ~ = (T, {B(0), B(1)}, ~1, ~) and ~a have n states. For any i such that 1 _-< i =< n,
Thus for any i such that 1 < i < n, r~(p) ( (10) (2)
because 1/2 is the maximum value of p. Since p (x) < 1/2 for any x E 2~* such that r (x) = (10)2~1 ~ ("+~),
On the other hand, let the characteristic polynomial of B(1 ~) be Thus by (2) r , ( p ) ( (10) 3. SOME RECURSIVELY UNSOLVABLE DECISION PROBLEMS Consider a FPA (S, {A (~) ] ~ C ~}, It, ~/F) where every component of A (~) (~ C Z), ~ ands/F are rational numbers. Such a FPA will be called a rational finite probabilistic automaton, abbreviated by R F P A and a probabilistic event realized by a R F P A will be called a rational proba- If r is realized by a PGSM @ = (S, ~, A, ~, ~, J> such that 8(s, ~) ($), (s, ~) (u), and J (s) are rational numbers for all s, t, in S, ~ in ~ and u in A* and if p is a R P E over A* then F (p) is a R P E over ~*.
In the following discussion, we will use those theorems in the above meaning.
D~F~ITIO~ 17. The set of tapes ~ is called a P-set if fi = f~ (p, k) for some p in ~ and a rational number 0 _---~ _-< i. The f~ is called an E-set if fl ~ {x E Z* I p(x) = q(x)} for some p and q in ~R. The fl is called a D-set if fi = {x E ~* l p ( x ) ~ q(x)} for somep a n d q i n~R .
Each of a P-set, an E-set and a D-set is a recursive set, and furthermore recently it was given by Tokura et al. that each family of these is a proper subfamily of context-sensitive languages. Let e, g and ~) be the family of all P-sets, E-sets and D-sets respectively. 
~ is a non-negative integer for all x C ~*. Let t be ½ -k ½ (s -r), then t is in ~. and
Hence each of an E-set and a D-set is a P-set. Now we shall give a P-set which is neither an E-set nor a D-set. Let Z = {a, b} and let p in ~ be realized by the R F P A ~ = (S, {A (a), A (b)}, r, ~lv), where S = {1, 2, 3, 4}, We shall show that ~ is not an E-set. Assume that/3 is an E-set, then there exist r and s in ~ such that f~ = {x E Z* ] r (x) = s (x)}. Let ~ = ($I, {B(a), B(b)}, ~rl, yF1) be a R F P A which realizes t such that t = ½ -[-½ (r --s), and let ~I1 h a v e n states. Then
t(b 2~-1) = t(a2b ~-1) . . . . . t(a 2 (.-~)b 2~-1) = (4)
and t (a2~b 2"-1) ~ ½.
Let the characteristic polynomial of B (a 2) be U ~ --C~_~ U ~-~ . . . .
We use ¢=~ to abbreviate "if and only if".
--CIU --Co, then
Co-}-'.. -}-C~-I = 1, aad t (~b 2~-I) = C~-lt (c~ (~-1)b2~-1) + ... -t-Co t (b 2"-').
Thus it follows from (4) that t (a% ~-~) = ½.
This contradicts (5). Hence ~ is not an E-set. Similarly we can see that ~ is not an E-set, so that ~ is not a D-set. Matuura et al. and Turakainen studied linear space automata (or generalized automata) and found independently the same fact that the family of stochastic languages is the same as the family of languages accepted by linear space automata (or generalized automata). Matuura et al. gave us a key idea with respect to Lemma 11 in this viewpoint. P-sets, E-sets and D-sets can be studied generally in this viewpoint, and E-sets and D-sets can be related to the work of Schiizenberger (1961). The next remark and Lemma 12 follows from Schiizenberger's results but as for Lemma 12 we will give a straightforward proof.
Remark.
8--53#~ and 53--8#~. Thus p is a one to one mapping from 5 ' into [0, 1]. From Theorem 6, S ( p ) and T ( p ) are R P E ' s over Z*. And for x E 2",
~( p ) ( x ) = T ( p ) ( x ) e , p ( S ( x ) ) = p ( T ( x ) ) S(x) = T(x)
Therefore the proposition holds. In the following discussion the similar method as the one in the proof of Proposition 13 will be used essentially.
In the following, we will use some notations and results about context free languages according to Ginsburg. A context free grammar is a 4-tuple G = (V, Z, P, z) where V is a finite nonempty set, ~ is a nonempty subset of V and P is a finite nonempty set of productions of the form ( --* v, with ~ in V --Z and v in V*, 2 and z ~ V -~. For wl and w~ in V* write wl ~ w2 if there exist ul, us, (, v such that wl = ul~u2, w2 = u~vu~ and ~ --~ v is in P. A sequence of words wo, • • • , wk such that w~ ~ wi+~ for each i is called a derivation 2 For an arbitrary set E of symbols, E* is the free semigroup with identity generated by E. of wk (from w0) and is denoted w0 ~ . " ~ wk. For G = (V, Z. P, ~), L (G) is the set of all E-words of which a derivation from ¢ exists. The L (G) is said to be the language generated by G.
Since ~ in the proof of L e m m a 11 is a linear language acceptable by a deterministic pushdown automaton, ~ a linear language acceptable by a deterministic pushdown automaton is not generally either an E-set or a D-set. Here we introduce a subfamily of linear languages acceptable by deterministic pushdown automata and show that it is contained in g. 
¢=~x E a and r T ( M ( x ) ) = r ( N ( x ) )
¢*x E a and r ( M ( x ) r) = r ( N ( x ) )
¢=~8(a,x) = f and M ( x ) r = N ( x ) .
Assume that x E L, then two cases arise.
(1) If x E ~ and ¢--~ x E P, then 
a, b, c'}, {a, b, c, d, a, b, c'}, P, ~) where P = {z --~ aza, ~---~ bzb', ~ c}c', ~ --> a}a', } ---> b}b', } --~ d}.
Notation: for all n-tuples x = (xl, -. . , x~) and y ~ (yl, " . , y~) of non-A words in {a, b} *, denote L (x) and L (x, y) the sets defined by
LEMMA 16. L(X) is a d.l. language and therefore is in 8.
Proof. L ( x ) is generated by the d.l. g r a m m a r G = ({z, }0, ~1, " . ' , }~, a, b, c}, {a, b, c}, P, ~) ,
Remark. L (x) is not in ~)
.
LEMMA 17. L (x, y) is in 8.
Proof. We will prove this l e m m a by giving R P E ' s p0 and qo such t h a t {w C ~'* { po(w) = qo(w)} = L(x, y). At first, we will construct the R F P A t ~Ip and ~l~ which realize p and q in ~R such t h a t L(x) = {x E {a, b, e} * { p (x) = q (x)}. T h e construction will be made along the proof of Lemmas 14 and 16. Note that the output words of @ and @' in Lemma 14 are in {a, b} * in this case. We define the one to one mapping r from {a, b} * into [0, 1] Similarly we will construct the RFPA's tip, and g[q, which realize p' and q' in ~R respectively such that h(L(y)) = Ix E {a ', b', c'}*lp'(x) 
We define the RFPA g[r, which realizes r', corresponding to r as follows: where e~ is a or b, 1 -< i -t, and 0 (a') = 3 and 0 (b') = 6. Now we have g[,, and gin, along the construction of the proof of Lemma 14, and furthermore we have the RFPA's ~I,,r and gfq, r which realize p,r and q,r respectively. Let g [,,r = <T,,r, {C,,r(a'), C,,r(b'), C,,~'(c'), %,r, v~,r) and ~q,r = (T~,r , {Cq, r(a'), Cq,r(b') , C~,r(c')}, 7rq, r, F~,r).
It is clear in this case that udv, u in {a, b, c}*, v in { a', b ~, c'}* and p(u) + p'~(~) = q(u) + q'~(v) . (6) Taking (A) and (B) into consideration and comparing each digit of both sides of the Eq. (6) in the form of 9-adic expansion it cun be seen thut (6) As we stated in our previous paper, Matuura gave the example which shows that for ~rbitrary p and q in ~3, p Y q and p h q are not always in 6 As for Theorem 21, it reduces to the statement in p. 150 of Sehfizenberger (1962) from the viewpoint that we said before Lemma 12 of this paper. 
q~(w) = ~(q(u) + q'~(v)).
Then po(w) = qo(w) if and only if w =
This contradicts (8). Hence p V q ~-~.
Noting that ifp h qE ~,½ h (½-4-½(q--p)) = ½ ( / 5 9 -p h q) C V, we can see that p h q E-~ from the similar discussion as above.
Matuura's example is considered over a two-symbol alphabet. Over a one-symbol alphabet, for two probabilistic events p and q, p V q and p A q are not always probabilistic events. Paz considered the FPA A with a single symbol (Paz, A. (1965) p. 31). Let t be the probabilistic event which is realized by A, then it can be shown from the above lemma that neither t V 4/11 nor t h 4/11 is a probabilistic event.
TEEORE~ 24. Let Z contain at least two elements. It is recursively unsolvable to determine for arbitrary RPE's p and q over ~* (1) whether p V q is in ?~, and (2) whether p A q is in ~.
Proof. Let ~ = {a, b}. From Lemmas 11 and 19 it follows that there exist p E ~. such that {x E ~* I P (x) > ½} = r [L(x, y) n L~]. t ---ela be2a besa be~, and furthermore for any n _> 1, 3~ n 4~ n 7~ e~aoe2aoeaaoe4 E fL Letv~be 3 ~ ~ , 7 abe2abe3abe4 for eachn ~ 1, then for any n _>-1, v,~fl,
--n--1 --elv~ E fi, .--, el v~ E f~ and el~v~ E ~. Therefore from Lemma 23, p v 1/2 E ~.
(2) Sincel5 h ~ = p V q, 15 h ~ E ~ if and only if p V q E ~. Therefore the result follows from (1).
In the proof of Theorems 21, 22 and 24, the condition that Z contains at least two elements is essential. The problem whether these decision problems are solvable or not when ~ consists of one element remains unsolved.
